AbstractÐThe well-known Clos network has been extensively used for telephone switching, multiprocessor interconnection and data communications. Much work has been done to develop analytical models for understanding the routing blocking probability of the Clos network. However, none of the analytical models for estimating the blocking probability of this type of network have taken into account the very real possibility of the interstage links in the network failing. In this paper, we consider the routing between arbitrary network inputs and outputs in the Clos network in the presence of interstage link faults. In particular, we present an analytical model for the routing blocking probability of the Clos network which incorporates the probability of interstage link failure to allow for a more realistic and useful determination of the approximation of blocking probability. We also conduct extensive simulations to validate the model. Our analytical and simulation results demonstrate that for a relatively small interstage link failure probability, the blocking behavior of the Clos network is similar to that of a fault-free network, and indicate that the Clos network has a good fault-tolerant capability. The new integrated analytical model can guide network designers in the determination of the effects of network failure on the overall connecting capability of the network and allows for the examination of the relationship between network utilization and network failure.
network is a significant part of), issues of fault tolerance and reliability as they relate to the interconnection network become ever more of a concern. Much of the study of faulttolerant interconnection networks has been focused on network architectures which support some form of hardware redundancy, thereby allowing for limited types of network component failure. Examples include the Multipath Omega network [4] , Enhanced IADM network [5] , ddilated square banyan network [6] , and Multibutterflies network [7] . Key distinguishing characteristics of faulttolerant interconnection network architectures are the scope of component failure they allow for, with only a few encompassing a complete set, and in the number of faults tolerated [8] .
Additionally, the reliability analysis of interconnection networks has been concentrated on computing some measure of overall network reliability and there have been many techniques proposed [9] . For example, [10] , [11] , [12] presented algorithms on the determination of fault-free path availability in several multipath MINs. However, most models have not incorporated the various states an interstage link may be in. Of particular difficulty in the reliability analysis of interconnection networks is that many problems are computationally intractable.
Important work has also been done in establishing analytical models for understanding the connecting capability of an interconnection network; see, for example, [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] . These models approximate the probability that an arbitrary connection request between a network input and a network output cannot be successfully routed through the network, i.e., the blocking probability, given various network component probabilities such as the probability that an input/output link is busy and the probability that an interstage link is busy. Few models, however, have incorporated the probability of the various network components failing in their determination of blocking probability.
With the gain in importance of fault-tolerant and reliable interconnection networks then, analytical models which distinguish between both network failure and network utilization can provide a more realistic and useful measure of blocking probability. In this paper, we consider the routing between arbitrary network inputs and outputs in the Clos network in the presence of interstage link faults. In particular, we present an analytical model for the approximation of the routing blocking probability of the Clos network which incorporates interstage link failure probability. This new type of integrated analytical model can guide network designers in the determination of the effects of network failure on the overall connecting capability of the network and allows for the examination of the relationship between network utilization and network failure. We also conduct extensive simulations to validate the model. As can be seen later, our analytical and simulation results indicate that, for a small interstage link failure probability, the blocking behavior of the Clos network is similar to that of a fault-free network.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some definitions used in this paper. Section 3 briefly describes previous related work. Section 4 derives the new analytical model for the fault-tolerant Clos network. Section 5 gives some further discussions on the new model. Section 6 describes the experimental simulations and compares the simulation results with the analytical ones. Section 7 concludes the paper.
PRELIMINARIES
The general Clos network is comprised of an input stage, an output stage, and an odd number of middle stages. Each stage consists of multiple switch modules. We will concentrate on the basic three-stage Clos network in this paper since any odd number stage networks with various switch sizes can be built in a recursive fashion from the three-stage networks. The schematic of a three-stage Clos network is depicted in Fig. 1 . A switch module with n input ports and m output ports is referred to as an n Â m switch.
The first stage in the three-stage network is called the input stage and consists of r input stage switches of size n Â m. The second stage in the network is referred to as the middle stage and consists of m middle stage switches of size r Â r. The third stage in the network is called the output stage and consists of r output stage switches of size m Â n. Each input stage switch has exactly one connection to each of the m middle stage switches and this connection is referred to as an input-middle interstage link. Additionally, each middle stage switch has exactly one connection to each of the r output stage switches and this connection is referred to as a middleoutput interstage link. An interstage link is said to be functional if it is capable of transmitting data and faulty otherwise. Furthermore, an interstage link is available if it is functional and not busy. The fault model we will use assumes that the interstage links in the network may fail and that these failures are permanent.
We consider the network capable of one-to-one or unicast communication. A connection request is a request to transmit data from an input port on an input stage switch to an output port on an output stage switch. A legal connection request is a connection request for which both the input port and the output port are not busy. Given a legal connection request, a routing algorithm attempts to route the connection in the network. A path is uniquely defined by an input port, an input stage switch, a middle stage switch, an output stage switch, and an output port.
A legal connection request is said to be satisfiable if a path can be found for which both the input-middle interstage link and the middle-output interstage link are available. Otherwise, the connection request is blocked. The blocking probability is the probability that a legal connection request is blocked. Finally, the network utilization is the percentage of the network input ports servicing active connections at any time.
In attempting to satisfy a legal connection request, a routing algorithm must be used to find a path through the network. The routing algorithm we will consider in this paper is a random-routing algorithm. A random-routing algorithm attempts to satisfy a legal connection request by randomly selecting an input-middle interstage link from the set of all available input-middle interstage links emanating from the input switch of the connection request. Next, the middle-output interstage link from the chosen middle stage switch to the output stage switch of the connection request is checked to see if it is available. If it is, then a path is established in the network using the input-middle interstage link and the middle-output interstage link and the connection request is satisfied. If it is not, then another available input-middle interstage link emanating from the input stage switch of the legal connection request is chosen and the process is repeated. If a path cannot be established in the network, then the connection request is blocked.
PREVIOUS RELATED WORK
The Clos network has been extensively studied in the literature; see, for example, [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] for deterministic results, which focus on determining network structural parameters for a certain type of connecting capability, and [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] for probabilistic results, which focus on analyzing the blocking probability of the network. Because the Clos network can potentially support many possible routings from a source node to a destination node, it is inherently more faulttolerant of interstage link failure than many interconnection network designs. One may expect that the network has a good fault-tolerant capability in the presence of link faults. However, to our knowledge, no existing work has considered the fault-tolerant capability of the Clos network. In this paper, we address this issue in the context of probabilistic analysis. We will examine how interstage link failures affect the blocking probability of the network.
Much work has been done in the analysis of blocking probability for multistage interconnection networks. The work can be generally classified into two categories of interest. The first is from the viewpoint of reliability analysis and is referred to as the terminal reliability problem. Terminal reliability is defined as the probability that there is at least one operative path between a given pair of network input port and output port. For example, [10] , [11] , [12] presented algorithms for computing terminal reliability in several multipath MINs. The second category of work has been focused on establishing analytical models based on stochastic network parameters (i.e., network utilization) for the blocking probability of the network. Among the analytical models proposed for the Clos network in the literature that estimate blocking probability, two wellknown and widely used models for random routing were proposed by Lee [14] and Jacobaeus [13] , respectively. Both models assume that the incoming traffic is uniformly distributed over the m interstage links of the Clos network and the events that individual links are busy are independent. Lee gave the simplest method for analyzing the blocking probability of the Clos network. Let n be the number of ports on a particular input or output switch, m ! n be the number of middle stage switches, be the network utilization, p be the probability that an interstage link is busy and be defined as p n m , q be the probability that an interstage link is idle and be defined as q I À p. Then in Lee's model, the blocking probability, f , is given by
A more accurate model was provided by Jacobaeus [13] , and the blocking probability of the three-stage Clos network is calculated by the following formula:
Both models, however, do not meet the deterministic nonblocking condition set forth by Clos [1] that, when m ! Pn À I, the Clos network is nonblocking for arbitrary one-to-one communication. Recently, Yang [18] has presented a more accurate analytical model which still follows the same assumptions as in these two models but is proven to agree with the deterministic nonblocking condition as well. In this model, the probability that a connection request is not blocked for a three-stage Clos network is given by
and the blocking probability is given by
It is interesting to note that the categories seem somewhat discontinuous. Many models presented in the context of reliability analysis do not provide for a precise measure of blocking probability because of the view of network components as being either available or unavailable. The focus of these models has not been on incorporating network utilization parameters. Furthermore, analytical models presented for the blocking probability of the network incorporate network utilization, but do not support the notion of network component failure. We can expect then that analytical models which integrate the fact that network links can be either busy or faulty will provide a more realistic measure of network blocking probability.
A NEW PROBABILISTIC MODEL FOR INCORPORATING LINK FAILURE
In this section, we present an analytical model for the blocking probability of a three-stage Clos network which incorporates interstage link failure and allows for a more realistic measure of blocking probability. In general, determination of blocking probability in a multistage network is inherently complex and difficult. This is due to the fact that there are many possible paths to consider in a typical large network and the dependencies among links in the network lead to combinatorial explosion problems. Therefore, some approximations and assumptions are necessary for the calculations. Let us first consider the network state depicted in Fig. 2 , in which n I input-middle interstage links from input switch i are busy, f I input-middle interstage links from input switch i are faulty, n P middle-output interstage links to output switch j are busy, and f P middle-output interstage links to output switch j are faulty, where H n I Y n P n À I, H f I m À n I , f P m À n P , and k pairs of these interstage links are overlapped. A pair of interstage links is said to be overlapped if both links are either busy or faulty. Note that by definition n I and f I (and, similarly, n P and f P ) are mutually exclusive, since an interstage link cannot be both busy and faulty. Further, it is important to note that the number of busy input-middle interstage links and the number of faulty input-middle interstage links are constrained by m, that is, H n I f I m. Similarly, for n P and f P , we have
Having established the relationship between busy and faulty interstage links, it is evident that a new analytical model which incorporates interstage link failures can give a more realistic and useful measure of blocking probability of the Clos Network. In accounting for interstage link failures, we need to define four events: f 1 , the event that f I inputmiddle interstage links are faulty, f 2 , the event that f P middle-output interstage links are faulty, n 1 , the event that n I input-middle interstage links are busy and n 2 , the event that n P middle-output interstage links are busy. Given these four events we can establish the probability that k pairs of interstage links are overlapped. Looking at Fig. 2 shows that there are four states that a pair of input-middle interstage link and middle-output interstage link can be in: busy and busy, faulty and faulty, busy and faulty, and faulty and busy. Having defined overlapped links, we now determine the probability that some k pairs of interstage links are overlapped, given events n 1 , f 1 , n 2 , and f 2 . We assume that the locations of faulty interstage links are independent and the faults are uniformly distributed over all interstage links. Under these assumptions and by taking advantage of the fact that an interstage link cannot both be busy and faulty, we have the following lemma concerning the overlapped interstage links. Lemma 1. Given events n 1 Y n 2 Y f 1 , and f 2 , the probability that k pairs of interstage links are overlapped is given by
Proof. As shown in Fig. 2 , there are a total of m n I f I m n P f P ways to choose n I f I busy or faulty input-middle interstage links and n P f P busy or faulty middle-output interstage links. We can construct k pairs of overlapped interstage links in the following way: Initially, we select the n I f I input-middle
ways to do this; finally, we must select the rest of the n P f P À k busy or faulty middle-output interstage links from the remaining m À n I À f I busy or faulty inputmiddle interstage links and there are
ways to do this. Therefore, the probability that k pairs of links are overlapped is
The probability can also be attained symmetrically by constructing the k busy or faulty input-middle interstage links which are overlapped with k busy or faulty middleoutput interstage links by initially selecting n P f P middle-output interstage links from a total of m middle-output interstage links, then the k overlapped links from n P f P , and, finally, the remaining n
We have determined the probability that k pairs of links are overlapped. We now establish the relationship between this fact and the probability that a connection request is not blocked. A connection request from input switch i to output switch j is not blocked if there exists at least one path from input switch i to output switch j in which both the inputmiddle and middle-output interstage links are not busy and are functional. This condition can be represented by
Having established a lower bound for the k overlapped links, it is obvious from Fig. 2 that
Therefore, the probability that a connection is not blocked, given events n 1 , f 1 , n 2 , and f 2 is given by
Given (6), we now need to determine the probability of the simultaneous occurrence of the four events n 1 , f 1 , n 2 and f 2 . Since there is dependency between events n 1 and f 1 , and between events n 2 and f 2 , we cannot simply assume that the four events are independent. However, we can group events n 1 and f 1 together, and events n 2 and f 2 together. Similar to previous work [13] , [14] , in order to make the calculation possible it is reasonable to assume that the occurrence of events n 1 and f 1 is independent of the occurrence of events n 2 and f 2 for sufficiently large n and r. Under this assumption we have
Let us calculate rfn 1 Y f 1 g and rfn 2 Y f 2 g. We know that we can have at most m input-middle (or middle-output) interstage links which may be busy or faulty. Furthermore, it is evident that an interstage link cannot be both busy and faulty, which implies that a busy link is functional. Therefore, an interstage link can have three possible states:
1. faulty 2. functional and busy 3. functional and idle. Let p f denote the probability that an interstage link is faulty, p denote the probability that an interstage link is functional and busy, and q denote the probability that an interstage link is functional and idle. p f may be specified by the network designer and can be determined by examining historical data on interstage link failures. However, as we shall see, a constraint exists which must be satisfied. Also, it is expected that p f will be rather small, as larger values indicate an increasingly unreliable network. Furthermore, we need to ensure that p p f I because an interstage link cannot be both busy and faulty. As in [18] and [14] , let be the probability that a typical input or output port is busy. We assume that the faults are uniformly distributed over m interstage links and the incoming traffic is uniformly distributed over all functional interstage links. Thus, for a given p f , the average number of functional interstage links is I À p f m and the probability that an interstage link is busy can be calculated by
Clearly, p is a function of p f . We are interested in the small values of p f and consider the case n IÀp f m I. Furthermore, it is important that values for n, m, , and p f conform to the constraint p p f I, which implies
Therefore, p f must be chosen such that
In addition, we represent the probability that an interstage link is idle by
To start with, it is reasonable to assume that the number of functional and faulty input-middle interstage links (or middle-output interstage links) follows a binomial distribution and the number of busy and idle input-middle interstage links (or middle-output interstage links) also follows a binomial distribution. However, given the fact that, among the m input-middle (or middle-output) interstage links, at most n À I of them can be busy, we can obtain a more accurate probability distribution. Therefore, we represent the probability of the joint occurrence of events n 1 and f 1 as
II and the probability of the joint occurrence of events n 2 and f 2 as
Given (6)- (12), we can now obtain the probability that a connection request is not blocked, accounting for interstage link failures. It is given by See Fig. 3 . (13) and the blocking probability is f I À fr onnetion not lokedgX IR Note that in (13) the summation indices for f I and f P are from H to m À n I and from H to m À n P , respectively. This is to account for the constraints H n I f I Y n P f P m and H n I Y n P n À I.
Of particular interest in the above model is the special case p f H, where the probability that an interstage link is faulty is equal to H, that is, a fault-free network. Let's define H H I. Then, when p f H, (13) 
DISCUSSIONS ON THE ANALYTICAL MODEL
In this section, we take a closer look at the new analytical model under several network configurations. We are primarily interested in the effects of both an increasing failure rate and an increasing number of middle stage switches, given a constant failure rate, on the blocking probability given by (13) . Fig. 5 plots the blocking probability for three network configurations: n r IT with IT m PV, n r QP with QP m RV, and n r TR with TR m VR at a network utilization of 80 percent for four different interstage link failure rates. From Fig. 5 , we observe that, for all network configurations, given a constant number of middle stage switches and a constant network utilization, as the probability of interstage link failure increases, the blocking probability increases. For smaller interstage link failure rates, say, p f HXHQ, the blocking probability increases only slightly compared with that of p f H. This indicates that the network has a good fault-tolerant capability in this case. However, the increase in blocking probability is more dramatical for larger values of p f (b HXHQ).
Furthermore, in Fig. 5 , we show the effect of an increasing number of middle stage switches (m) on the blocking probability given by (13) . For the four curves (p f HXH, p f HXHI, p f HXHQ, and p f HXHU) shown for each plot of Fig. 5 , we see that as the number of middle stage switches increases, the blocking probability decreases sharply. Each plot also indicates that for two probabilities of interstage link failure, p fI and p fP , if p fI b p fP then equivalent blocking probability occurs when the number of middle stage switches for the curve for p fI is greater than the number of middle stage switches for the curve for p fP . For all network configurations, given a constant interstage link failure probability and a constant network utilization, increasing the number of middle stage switches results in decreasing blocking probability.
Finally, in Table 1 , we give more data for different network configurations and different values of p f , which also shows the same trends as discussed for Fig. 5 .
EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATIONS
An experimental study was performed to verify the approximations for the blocking probabilities given by the new analytical model (13) . We developed a network simulator, which employed a random routing algorithm and allowed for interstage link failure, to determine the blocking probability of a Clos network given the same set of network conditions used to derive the analytical model.
Assumptions
The network for which simulation data was generated is a three-stage Clos network. Comparisons between analytical data and simulated data were based on similar network configurations. A network configuration is defined to be a unique set of five variables: r, the number of input stage and output stage switches in the network, n, the number of input/output ports on each input/output switch, m, the number of middle stage switches in the network, , the network utilization, and p f , the probability that an interstage link in the network is faulty.
The Network Simulator
The network simulator consists of two main parts: a request generator and a request processor. The request generator randomly generates a list of connection requests based on r, the number of input and output stage switches, and n, the number of input and output ports. A connection request is a four-tuple specifying the input port, the input-stage switch, the output-stage switch, and the output port. For routing purposes, we need only to be concerned with the input and output stage switches of the connection request. However, because we need to determine the legality of a connection request, the request generator must additionally generate the input and output ports of the connection request. The list of connection requests is generated before the actual simulation commences, as it is used as input to the request processor, which processes the list of connection requests. To strengthen comparisons among the simulation results, for a given n (and, likewise, r), the request processor utilized the same list of connection requests generated by the request generator.
Upon simulation startup, to account for interstage link failures, a certain portion of the interstage links are marked as faulty. This is accomplished for each interstage link by randomly generating a real number x such that H x I. If x p f , the interstage link is marked as faulty and cannot be used to route connection requests. These failures are considered permanent. To maintain a constant network utilization, as specified by , the network simulator must release active connections from the network. This is accomplished by the request processor when processing a legal and satisfiable connection request. When the network utilization is at the prescribed utilization, after establishing a connection request in the network, the request processor randomly chooses an active connection for termination. By doing so, the network utilization is held constant throughout the rest of the simulation. Finally, the blocking probability for a network simulation is defined to be the number of blocked connection requests divided by the total number of legal connection requests generated.
Methodology and Network Configurations
We were primarily interested in analyzing the approximations for the blocking probability of the analytical model to see the effect of interstage link failure, using zero interstage link failures (p f H) as a basis. We used data generated by simulation to verify that the analytical model is consistent with repeated trials.
We examined three network configurations: n r IT with IT m RS, n r QP with QP m VH, and n r TR with TR m IRH. For each network configuration, we let SH7 VH7 in increments of 10 percent and we let p f fHY HXHHIY HXHHSY HXHIY HXHQY HXHUg. For the simulations, represents the network utilization and p f represents the probability that an interstage link is faulty. Therefore, blocking probabilities were obtained for the same percentages. Furthermore, the request processor processed PHY HHH legal connection requests from a list of PY HHHY HHH connection requests generated by the request generator.
We chose values for m which would allow comparison to the Clos deterministic nonblocking condition, m ! Pn À I. Values for p f were chosen on the basis of preliminary experimentation which suggested larger values of p f yielded blocking probabilities indicative of a network with a minimal connecting capability. Of particular interest are the approximations for blocking probability given H p f HXHI, as these values represented failure rates which would seem to be the most practical.
Simulation Results
In this section, we present the data generated for the Clos network simulations utilizing a random routing algorithm. We were primarily interested in verifying that the two main hypotheses discussed in Section 5 were consistent with repeated trials. Table 2 shows the blocking probabilities resulting from the experimental simulations for similar network configurations presented for the analytical model in Table 2 . Also, the blocking probability curves in Fig. 6 show the relationship between the analytical model data and the data resulting from the network simulations. First, for all values of n and r, we see that the curves for the analytical model show the same trend as the curves for the network simulations, indicating that the analytical model is a good approximation of the actual blocking probability obtained by repeated trials. More specifically, those simulation results confirm our two main hypotheses discussed in Section 5 for the analytical model. Also, Fig. 6 confirms that, for a constant network utilization and a constant number of middle stage switches, as the probability of link failure increases, the probability that a connection request cannot be satisfied increases. For small values of p f , the increase in blocking probability is only within a narrow range. However, for larger values of p f , the effect of interstage link failure probability is felt more dramatically. Furthermore, Fig. 6 demonstrates that as r (and likewise n) increases, the effect of interstage link failure is increasingly evident for the network simulations. For n r IT and n r QP the curves for the network simulations are almost identical for p f HXHHS and p f HXHI. However, for n r TR (and somewhat for n r QP) the blocking probabilities obtained for the smaller of the two link failure probabilities (p f HXHHS) are lower than the blocking probabilities shown for p f HXHI and we begin to see the two simulation curves look comparatively close to the two curves shown for the analytical model. This further demonstrates the consistency of the analytical model with repeated trials.
From Fig. 6 , we also observe that there is some gap between the analytical results and the simulation results. This is mainly because that in the analytical model, every input stage switch is assumed to have exactly I À p f m functional interstage links; but in the simulation, it is impossible to enforce this assumption. In fact, the number of functional interstage links for each input stage switch may vary depending on where the faults are located. Thus, the simulation results which were obtained by averaging the blocking probabilities of all requests from different input stage switches are not exactly the same as those obtained by the analytical model. Since the interstage link busy probability is inversely proportional to the number of functional interstage links as shown in (8) , the gap is more noticeable in the case of a larger p f .
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a new analytical model for the routing blocking probability of the three-stage Clos network in the presence of interstage link faults. Because the Clos network has a powerful connecting capability and is inherently more fault-tolerant of interstage link failure than many proposed network designs, it continues to be an important part of the interconnection network landscape. By incorporating interstage link failure, we have seen that the proposed model allows for a more accurate and realistic measure of blocking probability. We have also simulated a Clos network where interstage links can fail randomly upon simulation startup and are permanent in nature. Results obtained from the simulations have confirmed that the analytical model is consistent with repeated trials, indicating that it is a reliable predictor of blocking probability for the network it is intended to model. Our analytical and simulation results demonstrate that for a smaller interstage link failure probability, say, p f HXHQ, the blocking behavior of the Clos network is similar to that of a fault-free network and indicate that the Clos network has a good fault-tolerant capability. The new model presents a unified view of reliability analysis and traditional methods for the estimation of blocking probability. By doing so, network designers can measure the effect of interstage link failure on the overall connecting capability of the network. Future work may integrate additional network component failure probabilities to allow for a determination of the components which make the most sense to provide redundancy for, and consider other routing algorithms besides random routing. Another interesting issue is to generalize the model to collective communication.
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